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Legrand | AV Residential Solutions unites the industry’s 
leading brands in infrastructure, networking and smart 
home systems to help create amazing AV experiences 
for you and your customers. Together we provide 
reliable, thoughtfully-designed products, superior 
service and comprehensive solutions to help simplify 
installation and integration. Visit our virtual booth to 
learn more about:

Partnering with our knowledgeable sales and support 
experts featuring a deep field team designed to engage 
and support our customers.

Comprehensive solutions from our industry leading 
brands designed to increase dealer profitability.

Unmatched service focused on helping Custom 
Integrators develop seamlessly integrated solutions for 
today’s Smart Home.

Our dedication to partner with industry leading 
control brands and smart home products to provide 
uninterrupted interoperability



Select a Brand Below



New! Optimize Flat Panel Installs 
with Fusion™ Pull Out Accessories
Optimal for easy servicing of large and 
extra-large displays, the Fusion™ Pull Out 
Accessory (FCAV1U) and Extra-Large Pull 
Out Accessory (FCAXV1U) offers up to 
11.54” (293 mm) of display extension from 
the wall when paired with Fusion mounts. 
Great for recessed applications, Fusion Pull 
Out Accessories feature plumb adjustment 
and locking mount position for perfect 
placement of displays.

Learn More

https://www.legrandav.com/products/chief/accessories/display/fusion/fcaxv1u/fcaxv1u


New! Proximity® In-Wall Storage Boxes with Lever Lock™
Chief and Middle Atlantic engineering teams partnered to incorporate 
patented Lever Lock™ technology into new storage accessories. The 
result are enhanced Proximity® storage solutions. Middle Atlantic’s 
Forward accessories for small device mounting work seamlessly with 
Lever Lock plates to make installation easier and faster. Proximity 
in-wall boxes feature multi-level, multi-sectioned Lever Lock plates, 
making it easier to arrange components in all three dimensions of the 
storage space. Hide power bricks behind the backplane with equipment 
mounted to the front. This also helps work around difficult port 
locations on AV equipment.

Learn More

https://www.legrandav.com/resources/blog/av_in_an_evolving_world


Now, a Battery Operated Screen for No-Fuss Installations!
With all the benefits of an electric screen but the flexibility of wire-free installation, there’s an alternative for challenging wired screen 
installations. The battery motor option with the Designer Contour® and Tensioned Designer Contour, available in diagonals up to 110” 
in 16:9 HDTV format and 113” in 16:10 Wide format, is ideal for no-fuss installations or where flexibility is required to retrofit historic 
buildings or environments when wiring electricity becomes project prohibitive. 

This screen features a lithium ion battery, lasting over 200 cycles on a single charge via micro USB port, with wireless handheld remote 
operation and up to 16K-ready screen surfaces. Realize cost savings immediately as it’s operational out of the box - requiring no wiring 
or electrician.

Wifi bridge accessory allows for wireless connection to a third-party control device or mobile app where battery life can be monitored.

PoE 5V micro USB adaptor accessory keeps the battery charged between uses. Connect when needed, or leave connected for 
maintenance free operation.

Coming Q4 2020



Screen Surface Specification Made Easy!
The new Screen Surface Selection Calculator 
accommodates both imperial and metric units of 
measure, accounts for the differences between lamp vs. 
laser-based projection and the impact of ALR screen 
surfaces on projection in a room versus traditional 
projection. The output, for the user, is screen brightness 
(in foot-lamberts/LUX) for various lighting conditions.

If you are new to projection or rarely specify surfaces, or 
you are well versed and want to double-check your AV 
math – this tool answers all those user needs to get the 
projection system right.

Try it now!

https://legrandscreencalculator.com/


Harness the Freedom of Network Control!
The RS-232 Interface is an adapter for low voltage controls used on 
Da-Lite motorized screens and projector lifts. This RS-232 Interface 
allows wired remote control of a screen or lift.

The Ethernet Adapter for the RS-232 Interface allows the freedom of 
wired remote control of a screen or lift through a TCP/IP connection. 
The Ethernet Adapter is classified as a serial device server, which 
means that it makes available to client computers the Da-Lite screen 
or lift as a serial device (enabled by the RS-232 Interface). The 
Ethernet Adapter supports the suite of RS-232 commands developed 
under the RS-232 Interface, and allows those commands to be issued 
by an Ethernet enabled computer or third-party controller.

Check it out!

https://www.legrandav.com/en/products/da-lite/screens/electric_screens/control_options_for_electric_screens/rs232_and_ethernet


Dull, Washed Out Images In High Ambient Light Environments? Look No Further.
Da-Lite’s family of market-leading ambient light rejecting screen surfaces is Parallax®.

Parallax Stratos – Da-Lite’s newest screen surface technology, is a high value ALR option that 
rejects up to 80% of ambient light with a 1.0 gain for standard throw projectors (1.0:1 or greater). This 
new surface is available in tensioned electric and fixed frame screens to accommodate large scale 
installations. Seamless ALR screens can now be ordered up to 16 feet high with Parallax Stratos 1.0.

Parallax Pure are True Optical ALR surfaces available in gains of 0.8 and 2.3 for standard throw 
projectors and UST 0.45 for ultra short throw projectors. They reject up to 96% of ambient light, 
providing flat panel quality images up to 120” diagonal but without the glare and reflection of flat 
panels.

Learn more!

Contrast Based ALR 
Surface
80% ALR
Up to 16’ High 
(Seamless)

True Optical ALR 
Surfaces
95%+ ALR
Up to 120” DIagonal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UopVyFOtQo


Epic Mesh for the Custom Installer
If wireless installations are your jam, we’ve 
got you with our new mesh solution! Simple 
installation with the Easy Setup App, a 
4x4 antenna array on the backhaul, point-
to-point connections for reliability, and 
more make Epic Mesh your go-to solution 
for wireless projects. Afterall, we built it 
specifically with you in mind!

Click here to learn more ahead of the 
show!

https://www.luxul.com/epic-mesh
https://www.luxul.com/epic-mesh


Hands-off Management in the Age 
of COVID
There’s no better time to start using a 
remote management solution than today, 
so it’s convenient we’re providing ours 
for free! Access your customers’ Luxul 
networks and connected devices anytime, 
anywhere, and receive site-level indicators 
of device status, reminders for firmware 
updates, alerts when network errors arrise, 
and more!

Follow this link to see what ProWatch 
can do!

https://www.luxul.com/prowatch
https://www.luxul.com/prowatch


It Doesn’t Have to be Big to be a 
Big Deal
Our new small switches may not be big, 
but they offer huge solutions for common 
install problems. With options like powered 
by PoE+, PoE passthrough, and PoE device 
connectivity, and the ability to fit into the 
smallest spaces, you may just want to keep 
a few on hand!

View these cool new products now!

https://www.luxul.com/search.aspx?q=small%20poe%20switches


Moving Forward with 5x Faster Rack 
Installations
The Forward Family of installation accessories 
was launched at CEDIA 2019 along with a 
pre-configured BGR (the #1 AV rack) fully 
loaded with everything needed for 5X faster 
installations for you speed demons. Middle 
Atlantic is expanding the Forward family to 
include additional sizes of pre-configured 
BGRs and additional pack sizes of your favorite 
small device mounting and cable management 
accessories (a.k.a. the blue plastic).

Get your speed demon on.

https://www.middleatlantic.com/forward.aspx


Compliment your exceptional AV 
systems with an exceptionally 
looking piece of furniture to 
support them. 
The C3 Series Credenza series blends 
Middle Atlantic’s Frame to Furniture 
foundation of trusted AV storage with 
modern aesthetics into a sleek low-
profile Credenza ideal for commercial and 
residential system storage.

See the C3

https://www.middleatlantic.com/c3.aspx


Don’t forget to backup your power.
Middle Atlantic has a broad range of UPS 
(uninterupptable power supplies) for AV 
systems with various topologies and VA 
sizes. Now offered through Middle Atlantic 
is the Legrand UPS. The Legrand UPS 
is available in Line Interactive or Double 
Conversion Online with the ability to monitor 
and control remotely with an optional IP 
card. 

Check out the Legrand UPS line

https://www.middleatlantic.com/products/power/ups-backup-power-systems/legrand-ups-backup-power-systems.aspx


NEW! Endless Listening Possibilites 
with Apple AirPlay 2
With AirPlay 2 you can stream virtually 
anything you want to hear from an iPhone or 
iPad to one of the compatible Nuvo Players. 
Play Apple Music in the kitchen, listen to a 
podcast in the den, or stream your favorite 
playlist throughout the entire house. The Nuvo 
P600, P5050, P5100, and P5200 offer native 
support for Apple AirPlay 2; but you can group 
Players together to stream AirPlay 2, even on 
devices that don’t have built-in support. 

Click here to learn more!

Nuvo

https://www.legrand.us/nuvo/airplay-support.aspx


NEW! Simple, Scalable Streaming 
Audio with the P600 DIN Rail Player
We’re excited to introduce the first of its kind, 
P600 DIN Rail Player. This structured-wiring based 
streaming audio solution installs easily inside 
of an On-Q Plastic Enclosure and supplies 2x20 
watts of efficient Class D  amplification to a pair of 
speakers. The P600 offers built-in access to Apple 
AirPlay 2 and other top streaming services. It’s 
conveniently controlled with the Nuvo Player app, 
optional in-wall audio controls, Amazon Alexa or 
through integration with leading control systems.

Check out the P600 DIN Rail Player

Nuvo

AirPlay 2

https://www.legrand.us/nuvo/audio-video/wireless-audio-systems/p600.aspx


Installer Inspired Multi-Room Audio
Purpose-built for custom audio installations, 
the 5000 Series Rack-Mount Players 
deliver dynamic high-fidelity sound to three 
listening zones and feature installer-inspired 
solutions to maximize efficiency and simplify 
installation. They offer built-in support for 
Apple AirPlay 2 and other top streaming 
services. Control is easy with the Nuvo Player 
app, optional in-wall audio controls, Amazon 
Alexa or through integration with leading 
control systems.

Check Out the Exclusive Pro-Series Players

Nuvo

AirPlay 2

AirPlay 2

https://www.legrand.us/search.aspx?q=NV-P5


On-Q

COMING SOON: Dual-Purpose In-
Wall Enclosures
The 9” and 17” Dual-Purpose Enclosures 
are engineered to provide in-wall or on-
wall storage of structured wiring and 
AV components. The enclosures are 
constructed of Wi-Fi transparent material 
to manage wireless components and AV 
equipment at point-of-use locations, like 
directly behind a TV or other media centers. 
The enclosures are compatible with third-
party devices like Apple TV, Amazon Fire 
TV, Roku, Samsung One Connect Box and 
more. 

Download the sell sheet to learn more



Enhanced Plastic Enclosures
The celebrated On-Q line of plastic enclosures 
provides the Wi-Fi transparent infrastructure to 
properly organize, protect & support the home’s 
wired and wireless connected systems.  Verstility is 
achieved  in three different sizes to accommodate 
any type of home and are also available in 
convenient 5-pack models that stack to save room 
& shipping costs.  These feature rich enclosures 
combined with the suite of modules and cable 
management from On-Q provides incredible 
benefits for any application or installation.

Learn more about On-Q plastic enclosures

On-Q



AV and Data connectivity for any need
As the industry leader in structured wiring, 
On-Q provides the proven, practical solutions 
preferred by installers and major home builders 
across the country.  Our comprehensive On-Q 
product offering - which includes wall plates, 
jacks, straps, HDMI cables, patch cables, tools 
and cable management solutions simplifies 
installations and exceeds the  expectations  for 
any project.

See our solutions for today’s connected world

Explore our versitile in-wall power & cable 
management offering

On-Q



Simply beautiful, easy to love.
QMotion advanced shading systems are 
simple to install and easy to use, with superior 
functionality to operate roller shades quietly 
and more efficiently. Our distinctive designs and 
advanced engineering deliver unmatched luxury. 
Experience advanced shading today with one of 
QMotion’s award-winning systems. 

Learn more

http://www.qmotionshades.com/


Fabulous New Fabric Choices
We’re excited to announce the launch of four 
new fabric collections, adding over 80 fabrics to 
our offering. Featuring trend-setting colors and 
textures, these new fabrics provide the perfect 
complement to any home’s design aesthetic.  
Our new offering includes both light filtering 
and room darkening fabrics to meet your project 
needs.

Browse Fabrics

https://store.samplingproduct.com/10397/tags/index/1587


The Biggest Plus in Premium Shading
Manual to motorized in Minutes. QMotion 
Qbasic+ is the field upgradable solution offering 
ultimate flexibility to integrators, MDU property 
managers, and home owners. Upgrades in 
minutes without the need of changing fabric 
or major bracket reinstalltion. Upgrades on a 
window-by-window basis, giving a buyer more 
choices at initial purchase. All with QMotion’s 
exclusive innovations, including manual 
override, internal batteries and motors, and 
counterbalanced design.

See Qbasic+ In Action

http://qmotionshades.com/system/files/Qbasic%20Manual%20to%20Motorized%20in%20Minutes.mp4


Enhance the Sonos Experience
Elevate  Sonos installations with mounting 
solutions from Sanus.  New to the line includes 
TV Wall Mount or Wall Mount for the Sonos 
Arc soundbar as well as an Indoor/Outdoor 
mount for the Sonos Move.  These along with 
the full suite of mounting and stand solutions 
from Sanus, you can achieve an optimal 
listening experience by seamlessly integrating  
Sonos speakers in the perfect place for the 
best performance with the best aesthetic.

See our complete line of Solutions for Sonos

http://www.sanus.com/wireless


In-Wall Power Solutions
Bring power through the wall to where you need 
it without requiring an electrician for a clean and 
sleek look.  Two new in-wall power relocation 
solutions from Sanus are perfect for mounted 
soundbar+TV combinations or for power to 
mounted wireless speakers requiring power.  
These also allow the ability to route signal or 
data cables through the wall for a neat and eaasy 
installation.

Learn more about In-Wall Power for Soundbars

Learn more about In-Wall Power for Mounted 
Speakers

https://www.sanus.com/en_US/products/accessories/#power


Incredible Mounts with Incredible Benefits
SANUS continues to lead the industry with unrivaled 
innovation  in residential flat-panel mounting 
solutions.  The  Advanced Full-Motion mounts 
unite high-end performance with high-end design 
with through arm cable concealment and premium 
finishes.  The Advanced Tilt extends from the wall to 
provide  cable access for quick and easy connections 
and also provides  maximum tilt for even the largest 
TVs. 

View the line of Advanced Full-Motion Mounts

See the difference in the Advanced Tilt Mount

http://www.sanus.com/advanced
https://www.sanus.com/en_US/products/mounts/vlt6/


Superior Style with EasyTouch Glass
Featuring a modern, glass-like finish, our newest 
EasyTouch Glass keypad combines powerful 
functionality with a sleek, contemporary design 
for residential projects of any size. Available 
with up to five programmable buttons for 
different scenes — such as “Welcome,” “Away,” 
or “Party” — not only does the EasyTouch Glass 
allow users to set the lighting in a space with 
one touch, it can also incorporate control over 
shades, garage doors, and more.

Browse Products

http://dealer.vantagecontrols.com


Light Up Your Profits
Give your customers the smart lighting controls 
they want with Vantage. Whether for a retrofit, 
remodel, or renovation project, a Vantage 
wireless system is designed for easy installation 
and complete personalization. Our two latest  
promotions for our RadioLink Wireless Devices 
will help you grow your business with smart 
lighting AND maximize profits.

Learn More

https://legrand.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/80000000JuWx/a/0h000000MpdT/mxoIfU6WiSiZXTwGfzhq6Kiz1rOMbCAbTsgG7KPm_GQ


Natural Light, Day or Night 
 Vantage’s full line of Human Centric Lighting 
(HCL) products leverage our expertise in 
precise dimming and lighting controls and pairs 
it with sophisticated tunable light LED driver 
technology from Lumenetix. By mimicking 
the light color and intensity of natural light, 
homeowners can enjoy natural light when and 
where it’s needed.

Learn More

https://www.cepro.com/control/a-day-in-the-life-of-a-well-lit-home-with-hcl/#
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